
The Foothills Constitutional Yellow Pages 

(The Rulebook) 

Article I. Flagging & Scoring (Yellow 

Means Yellow) 

Section 1.01  

(a) At time of caution, drivers are requested to 

decrease speed immediately and give hand 

signal to fellow competitors.  

(b) First black flag is to be considered a 

warning. The second will be a disqualification. 

(c) If you see the move over flag, please move 

over. 

(d) Once the leader has taken the white flag 

(passed by the flag stand) the next displayed 

flag ends the race (yellow or checkered). 
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(e) If the caution comes out on the white flag 

lap, scoring will revert back to the last fully 

completed lap. There is no racing back to the 

line. 
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Article II. Relief Driver 

Section 2.01  

(a) One relief driver is allowed per points series. 

The kart may be present to run, but the original 

driver in question may not run any classes on 

the relief raceday. If that driver does, they and 

the relief driver will be disqualified and receive 

zero points. NO DRIVER SWAPPING AT ANY 

POINT! A RELIEF DRIVER MUST BE 

DECLARED. If you qualify the kart and swap 

drivers without declaring a relief driver you must 

start from the rear of the field. 

Article III. Three Spin Rule 

Section 3.01  

(a) If you spin unassisted three times you will be 

black flagged. This does not amount in a 

disqualification.   
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Article IV. Tech & Disqualification 

Section 4.01   

(a) Post Race Tech: If there is a disqualification 

post race, that driver will be moved to the last 

spot on the running order and receive last place 

points. Please do not leave tech until told to do 

so. 

(b) A ZERO in points will only be assessed for 

rough and or reckless driving or fighting on or off 

the track. 

(c) All tech decisions made by tech are final. 

(d) Protest fee must be received within five 

minutes of the conclusion of the protested class. 

(e) DQ - Last Place Points: light on the scales, 

fail or refuse tech, or lose an item on the track. 

You receive last place points in the largest class 

of the day. 
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(f)       DQ - No Points: unsportsmanlike conduct 

with others or staff on the track, pits or 

Grandstands. This includes crew. Drivers 

remember, you are responsible for the actions of 

your crew. 
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Article V. Scales 

Section 5.01  

(a) ALL karts that finish qualifying or main 

MUST cross the scales. Basically, if you cross 

the checkers, you cross the scales. 

Section 5.02  

(a) Protests-ALL protests must be stated while 

upon the scales. 

Article VI. Points 

Section 6.01  

(a) If you do not complete a lap (in qualifying or 

main event) you will not be awarded points. It 

can either be on your kart or other kart of the 

same class. Plain and simple.  
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Article VII. Other Rules 

Section 7.01 Clone 

(a) Foothills Raceway follows WKA Clone rules. 

Section 7.02 SPG and OTB 

(a) Our SPG Predator and Out of the Box Rules 

are posted on our Facebook social media. 
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Amendments 

I. Once the kart leaves the grid, NO TOOLS are allowed to touch 

the kart itself unless there is a blatant safety issue in which the 

driver will be allowed to retain his/her position on track. If this is 

ignored said running position will be forfeited.   

II. ON STARTS AND RESTARTS, once the one-to-go signal has 

been given (this means caution lights are out and green light is 

flashing and/or starter has signaled with the green flag itself) all 

karts including the leader are to cease weaving back and forth 

and maintain a steady/moderate pace in a single file line until the 

leader starts in the designated start box. If you are still weaving 

or do not maintain an obvious even pace, you will be swapped 

with the second-place runner. If you jump on the next start you 

will go to the rear. 


